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1 Introduction

This section begins with a brief introduction into the current limitations of big data processing in relation
to computer networks and distributed data processing, which are the primary topics of analysis in this
dissertation, and then states the main goals and objectives of the research.

1.1 Dissertation topic and its relevance

Over the last decades, the volume and variety of data which is necessary to transmit and process has
been increasing exponentially. Between 2013 and 2020, the global data volume is predicted to grow
exponentially, from 4.4 to 44 zettabytes [1]. The expression “big data” usually refers to datasets whose
size is beyond the ability of typical computing platforms to store and analyze. Due to these storage
and computational limitations, data chunks should be distributed over multiple locations for big data
processing. In this case, a network interconnects distributed instances of big data applications.

Big data both aggravates classical challenges of networking and presents new difficulties. For exam-
ple, as one consequence of data growth, traditional cloud computing is increasingly replacing dedicated
hardware by dynamically allocated virtual computing resources. They are usually paid based on allo-
cation rather than actual use, which often leads to customers paying more than necessary. Recently,
serverless architectures have exploded in popularity, and many major players in the cloud computing
market introduced serverless solutions: AWS Lambda [2], Google Cloud Functions [3], Azure Functions
[4], and others.

Although serverless computing is only a special case of cloud computing and is not able to cover every
desired functionality, it remains an important representative case providing cost savings to the end user.
In particular, the “function as a service” paradigm brings new challenges to resource allocation. Recent
works have only begun to pose these questions for serverless computing, studying it in the context of
queueing theory [5] and measuring relevant metrics for already existing solutions [6]. The present thesis
takes the next step towards a theory of serverless cloud computing, proposing a comprehensive and novel
formalization of the resource allocation model for serverless computing and presenting new resource
allocation algorithms supported by both theoretical analysis and a comprehensive evaluation study.

In addition to requiring more flexible resource allocation methods, exascale data amounts and delay-
sensitive objectives of big data applications impose significant feasibility constraints on the cloud com-
puting paradigm. One particular limitation is in deploying a network solely as a simple interconnect.
Although traditional networks mostly operate on partial information from data streams (packet headers),
in some cases network elements are already able to process entire data streams at line-rate (e.g., in case
of encryption). Therefore, exposing the structural layout of packet payloads can allow preprocessing of
transmitted data before it is actually processed by cloud computing resources. According to [7, 8], the
average final output size jobs is 40.3% of the initial data sizes in Google, 8.2% in Yahoo, and 5.4% in
Facebook. The present thesis exploits these properties of data streams and aims to reduce processing load
on traditional cloud computing resources. We use two major innovative approaches to achieve this goal:
(1) intermediate in-network aggregations of data streams and (2) in-network data processing on the data
plane of network elements. Implementations of both approaches extend existing network interconnects.
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Finally, the challenges also propagate down to the level of an individual network element. The two
basic functions of a network element are packet classification, i.e., deciding which action to take based on
a packet’s header, and buffer management, i.e., making admission, processing, and transmission decisions
for incoming packets. The present thesis advances both.

1.2 Goals and objectives of the research

In this section, we define the specific objectives that we set for the research outlined in the thesis. We
define four major areas of the results, proceeding from the level of an individual network element up to
the level of large-scale distributed computing: packet classification, buffer management, cost-efficient
serverless computing, and intermediate data aggregations.

Buffermanagement: multiple packet characteristics. Whenmultiple data streamsmeet at a network
element, the corresponding data packets are stored in a single network buffer waiting for processing and
transmission. Buffers are controlled by buffer management policies, which play a major role in opti-
mization of the desired objectives. Advanced economic models bring novel objectives, such as weighted
throughput, which are largely not supported by existing policies. In addition, the heterogeneity in pro-
cessing requirements exacerbated by in-network data processing is also not accounted for. The previous
works consider only one of the two packet characteristics: in [9, 10] authors study behavior of a single
queue with heterogeneous processing requirements, while [11] addresses a multi-valued case for FIFO
queues; in addition, more involved buffering architectures [12] (combined input-output switches) and
[13] (crossbar switches) have been considered for multi-valued packets. The interaction of the two char-
acteristics and their impact on weighted throughput optimization has not been studied before. In order
to provide theoretical guidance for the optimal choice of buffer management policy in such a setting for
a single queue buffering architecture, this dissertation aims to: (1) build a model capturing both packet
weights and processing; (2) devise new management policies with worst-case performance guarantees;
(3) evaluate their performance on realistic data traces.

Packet classification: inter-device resource sharing andLPM infrastructure reuse. The basic func-
tion of single packet processing at a network element is packet classification. General-purpose data
stream processing brings new flexibility requirements and adds more complexity to the policies imple-
mented through the packet classification. Current single-switch approaches consist of software-based so-
lutions and hardware-based solutions. The former include decision tree structures [14, 15], hashing [16],
and encoding [17], in general they require modification to the classification algorithm. The latter rely
on ternary content-addressable memory (TCAM) and optimize its space usage [18, 19] and, in particu-
lar, range encoding [20]. On the network-wide level the two existing works [21, 22] present algorithms
that duplicate rules and are hard computationally. It is highly desirable to support the added complex-
ity without expensive infrastructure upgrade, e.g., in the form of additional TCAMs or complex logic
changes. This includes two very specific objectives: (1) first, it should be made possible to implement
general ternary bit string classification using traditional Longest-Prefix-Match (LPM) representation in
an implementation-agnostic way; (2) second, already rising to the network-wide level, an efficient inter-
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device resource sharing scheme is necesssary to implement large policies (classifiers) when rule capacity
is limited in each network element.

Serverless computing: cost-efficient resource allocation. The first essential step towards cost-efficient
serverless computing is to construct a model that would realistically capture the costs and constraints of
resource management. These include allocation cost, maintenance cost, and, most importantly, the delay
that resource allocation incurs. For the resulting model, it is then necessary to construct efficient algo-
rithmic solutions that would require no assumptions regarding the arrival patterns of requests and would
have the performance guarantees suitable for an economic setting. In contrast, existing rule-based solu-
tions [23] require deep knowledge of arrival behavior, while learning-based techniques [24] assume the
behavior similar to that seen during the training. Last but not least, it is important to control the latency
the proposed solutions add to the request processing, and understand how it affects the revenue.

Data aggregation: planning with both network infrastructure and applications. In cloud comput-
ing, the network infrastructure with its constraints and objectives and an application with its specific
behavior and its own set of objectives seldom interact in a meaningful way, and there is little informa-
tion exchange between them. For instance, an application aggregating too much data at a single node
may cause performance degradation due to TCP-incast [25] or link overload. To exploit intermediate
data aggregations efficiently, one has to find a way for the two layers to cooperate. The most relevant
work [26] is tied to a specific network topology; [27] introduces implementation support for intermediate
aggregations, and [28] is concerned exclusively with the processing latency and does not take network
infrastructure into account. The specific challenge addressed in the present thesis is to find the minimal
necessary information required to share from each layer that would allow for unified design principles
of aggregation planning.

2 Key results and conclusions

This section summarizes the key contributions of this thesis, addressing specific objectives introduced
above. Here we provide a brief list of key results, and then will expand upon each research direction in
more detail in Section 4.

2.1 New buffer management settings and policies

Buffermanagementwith two packet characteristics. Weanalyze the buffermanagement problem for
a single queue that stores packets heterogeneous both in their relative values (rewards) and the amount of
required processing [29]. Previous works [9] addressed either one or the other of the two characteristics.
We prove lower bounds on the competitive ratio (see [30]) for several natural priority-based algorithms,
including a constant general lower bound shown for an arbitrary online algorithm. The main result of
this part is a

(
1 + W+2

V

)
upper bound for the special case with only two possible values; here W is the

maximal amount of required processing, and the two possible values are 1 and V . The proof is based
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on an inductive argument with a per-packet alignment between optimal and priority-based algorithms
(similar to that in [9]), augmented by special treatment of packets with value 1.

2.2 New packet classification schemes and algorithms

Ternary toLPM transformation algorithms. Wehave designed two algorithms, MinGroupPartition
and MaxCoveragePartition, for the task of transforming a general ternary bit-string packet classifier
into an equivalent group of more constrained LPM classifiers [31]. The key part of this result is a novel
connection between the ability to construct complex lookup keys and order theory, specifically Dil-
worth’s decomposition theorem [32]. We show that MinGroupPartition minimizes the total number
of groups, while MaxCoveragePartition maximizes the number of rules covered by a given number of
LPM groups. These algorithms prove it possible to represent expressive ternary bit-string classification
rules using traditional longest-prefix match capabilities of existing network infrastructures.

Complex network-wide packet classification. To improve classification across multiple network ele-
ments, we design a simple and space-efficient scheme, called OneBit, for distributing data flow (stream)
classification rules along a flow’s path [33]. OneBit relies on just a single bit of packet metadata and,
compared to previous work, does not employ any heuristics, is very computationally easy (linear in the
number of rules), and allows for a polynomial time decision procedure for the feasibility of multi-flow
distribution. Similarly to the ternary-to-LPM transformation algorithms above, it allows to implement
very complex policies without any network upgrade.

2.3 New cost-efficient resource allocation for serverless computing

Elastic resource allocation. We have explored the trade-off between delaying user requests and using
available resources efficiently for the elastic resource allocation problem [34]. The proposed model
incorporates an allocation cost α, a maintenance cost β, β < 1, and the time allocation takes (normalized
to 1). We have shown a simple greedy algorithm NRAP to be at most 2 ·

(
1 + α

1−α−β

)
-competitive for

α < 1 − β. For α ≥ 1 − β, we present a parameterized algorithm ρ-AAP that actively delays requests; we
prove that ρ-AAP is ρ

1−ρ

(⌈
ρα

1−β

⌉
+ 1

)
-competitive (with a small amount of extra buffer space). Compared

to previous works [35], which largely relied either on past history or on a deep understanding of request
arrivals, the guarantees we provide in this part of the dissertation are worst-case and thus hold for any
arrival sequence.

2.4 New data aggregation schemes for compute-aggregate tasks

Compute-aggregate task planning. To optimize the placement of intermediate aggregations during
the execution of compute-aggregate tasks, we formally introduce the compute-aggregate minimization
(CAM) problem [36]. The formulation succinctly captures the characteristics of both the network (topol-
ogy and transmission costs) and the application (aggregation size function). We argue that these charac-
teristics are sufficient for the construction of an aggregation plan that effectively exploits intermediate
data aggregations and minimizes the overall transmission cost. In particular, as part of this dissertation,
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a hardness result was established for the non-associative case, and the relation between CAM and the
minimum Steiner tree was characterized. Moreover, the aggregation plan, as it is defined in the CAM
problem, does not restrict when exactly transmissions and aggregations happen; it is conveniently decou-
pled both from the network and from the application. Compared to previous work exploiting in-network
aggregation [26], the treatment we present in this thesis is more general (in particular, it does not re-
strict network topology) and, apart from specific new results, provides a novel general framework for
reasoning about compute-aggregate task planning based on the notion of the aggregation size function.

3 Publications and approbation of the research

Each of the key results presented in the previous section has been published in one of the peer-reviewed
research papers listed below.

First-tier publications:

• Chuprikov P., Nikolenko S. I., Davydow A., Kogan K. Priority Queueing for Packets with Two
Characteristics* // IEEE/ACM Transactions on Networking. 2018. vol. 26 (1). pp. 342-355.

Contribution of the disseration’s author: Theorems 1–3 characterizing the behaviour of priority-
queue (PQ) based policies; Theorem 7 establishing a general lower bound; Theorem 11 presenting
lower bounds for PQ-based policies in a two-valued case; Theorem 12 showing an upper bound
for PQv,−w in the two-valued case; and Theorem 17 with lower bounds for PQ-based policies with
β-pushout.

• Chuprikov P., Kogan K., Nikolenko S. General Ternary Bit Strings on Commodity Longest-prefix-
match Infrastructures* // Proceedings of IEEE ICNP 2017.

Contribution of the dissertation’s author: Theorem 1 establishing a necessary and sufficient condi-
tion for prefix-reorderability; the PrefixToLPM algorithmwith a proof of correctness in Theorem 2;
the MinGroupPartition algorithm with a proof of correctness in Theorem 3; Theorem 4 showing
a hard example forMinGR; the MaxCoveragePartition algorithm with a proof of correctness in
Theorem 5; bit-expanding heuristic described in Section V; Observations 3 and 4 linking prefix-
reorderability with rule disjointness; implementation of the above algorithms.

• Chuprikov P., Nikolenko S., Kogan K. On Demand Elastic Capacity Planning for Service Auto-
scaling* // Proceedings of IEEE INFOCOM 2016.

Contributions of the dissertation’s author: Theorems 1 and 2 stating non-competitiveness in a
bufferless setting; A lower bound in a buffered setting with small allocation cost in Theorem 3; the
NRAP algorithm and its competitiveness in Theorems 4 and 5; the ρ-AAP algorithm and its analysis
in Theorems 6 and 7; Theorem 8–11 providing latency guarantees for NRAP and ρ-AAP; Theo-
rems 12 and 13 presenting general lower bounds for a bounded-delay (BD) model; Theorem 14
that upper-bounds NRAP in the BD model; Theorem 15 with a general lower bound for limited
resources BD model (LBD); Theorems 16 and 17 providing bounds for NRAP in LBD model;

*The author of the dissertation is the main author of the paper
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Second-tier publications:

• Chuprikov P., DavydowA., KoganK., Nikolenko S. I., SirotkinA. FormalizingCompute-Aggregate
Problems in Cloud Computing // Proceedings of SIROCCO 2018.

Contributions of the disseration’s author: formalization of a compute-aggregate task planning
problem and nonassociative hardness (Section 3 of the paper); Theorems 2, 6 and 7 connecting
CAM to the minimum Steiner tree problem (Sections 4.1 and 4.2 of the paper).

Other publications:

• Chuprikov P., Kogan K., Nikolenko S. I., How to implement complex policies on existing network
infrastructure* // Proceedings of ACM SOSR 2018.

Contributions of the dissertation’s author: the OneBit algorithm and its performance guarantees
in Theorem 5.2; a network-wide solution presented in Section 6; performance comparison with
existing algorithms.

The obtained results are supported in twoways. First, in almost all settings considered in this work we
present rigorous proofs of worst-case performance guarantees valid under a realistic model. Second, for
practical purposes where worst-case behavior might be rare, we evaluate proposed solutions on synthetic
traces. Buffer management policies (Section 4.1) were run under traffic based on CAIDA traces [37].
Classifier transformation algorithms (Section 4.2) have been evaluated on the Classbench test suite [38].
Resource allocation algorithms (Section 4.3) were tested using randomly generated network-traffic-like
pattern of arrivals [39].

4 Contents

This Section provides an overview of the research projects that led to the results presented in Section 2 and
describes how these results achieve the objectives stated in Section 1.2. Again, we begin with the level
of an individual network element, presenting our results on buffer management and packet classification,
and then proceed upwards to resource allocation for serverless computing and compute-aggregate task
planning.

4.1 Processing of multiple data streams

Interconnecting infrastructure should support advanced economic models expressed through new types
of objectives. Buffer management policies play a critical role in the optimization of those objectives.
Network traffic is highly heterogeneous, and its characteristics have an impact on the process of opti-
mization, but they are often not being taken into account by buffer management policies. Introduction of
in-network data processing would bring even more heterogeneity into processing requirements, making
the current policies even less efficient. In response to new challenges, the paper titled “Priority Queueing
for Packets with Two Characteristics” (see [29]) studies the effect of two packet characteristics, namely,
processing requirements and value, on the optimization of weighted throughput in a single queue. This
study leads to the first set of results from Section 2, and their overview is presented in this section.
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The considered model assumes a single queue that is able to hold B unit-sized packets and that all
arriving packets are unit-sized. Each arriving packet p has two characteristics: processing requirements
(work)w(p) ∈ {1, . . . ,W}, and value v(p) ∈ {1, . . . ,V}, wewill sometimes denote such p as (w(p) | v(p)).
Both w(p) and v(p) are known at arrival. The time is assumed to be slotted, and each time slot t is sub-
divided intro three phases: (1) admission, when a set of new packets arrives, and the management policy
decides which packets to admit to the queue, possibly pushing out already admitted ones; (2) processing,
when a single packet from the queue is scheduled for processing; and (3) transmission, when a single
fully processed packet, i.e., a packet p that has been scheduled for processing at least w(p) times, is cho-
sen for transmission. Note, the results that follow impose no constraints on the transmission order, so
the transmission decision is trivial: transmit the only fully processed packet if any. The goal is to find a
buffer management algorithm that would maximize the total weighted throughput, i.e., the total value of
all transmitted packets.

Unfortunately, due to the online nature of the problem it is impossible to find an algorithm producing
an optimal solution for every sequence of requests. The performance guarantees are, thus, provided
relative to an unknown optimal solution using competitive analysis [30]. An online algorithm ALG is
called α-competitive for some α ≥ 1 iff for any finite arrival sequence σ the total weighted throughput
is at least 1/α times the total weighted throughput of an optimal offline algorithm OPT.

Algorithms. The previous works have demonstrated that if eitherV = 1 orW = 1, then simple priority-
based algorithms that prefer either higher value or lower processing requirement are, in fact, optimal
[9]. For that reason, priority-based algorithms are natural candidates for the model described above.
The difference is that here the choice of the priority (the admission/processing order) is not obvious. A
generalized notion of a priority-queue-based algorithm is defined next.

Definition. Let f be a function of packets, f (p) ∈ R, with the intuition that better packets have larger
values of f . Then the PQ f processing policy is defined as follows:

• PQ f is greedy, i.e., it accepts incoming packets as long as there is space in a buffer;

• PQ f is work-conserving, i.e., it processes a packet as long as its buffer is not empty;

• PQ f orders and processes packets in its queue in the order of decreasing values of f ;

• PQ f pushes out a packet p and adds a new packet p′ to the queue at time slot t if the buffer is full, p is
currently the worst packet in the buffer and p′ is better than p: f (p) = minq∈IBPQ f f (q), and f (p′) >
f (p). Here IBPQ f denotes the set of packets in PQ f ’s buffer on the current timeslot.

In short, on admission PQ f considers new packets and buffered packets together keeping those with
higher value of f ; for processing PQ f chooses a packet p with the highest f (p). There are three promising
candidates for the priority function f ; in what follows, v and w denote, respectively, value and current
processing requirements: (1) PQv,−w = PQv−w/(W+1) that prefers packets with higher value, ties given to
lower processing; (2) PQ−w,v = PQ−w+v/(V+1) that prefers packets with lower processing, ties given to
higher value; and (3) PQv/w that prefers packets with higher value-to-work ratio. The example of their
behavior is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: A sample time slot of PQ−w,v, PQv,−w, and PQv/w.

Lower Bounds. However promising, all three algorithms turn out to perform badly in terms of com-
petitiveness. The next theorem combines Theorems 1, 2, and 3 from [29] demonstrating that each of the
three policies has an approximation ratio linear either in W or V , suggesting that the interplay between
the two packet characteristics makes the buffer management problem substantially more difficult.

Theorem. For a buffer of size B, maximal amount of required processing W , and maximal value V:

• PQ−w,v is exactly V-competitive;

• PQv,−w is at least
(
W · V−1

V − o(1)
)
-competitive; and

• PQv/w is at least min{V,W}-competitive.

The bounds presented above hold only for specific algorithms and do not imply that an optimal one
does not exist. For the latter kind of result, a general lower bound is required, constructing an adversarial
input sequence able to “fool” any online algorithm. Section V of [29] presents a number of general lower
bounds† that are polynomial in eitherV orW . The bounds differ in constraints imposed on an algorithm’s
implementation: FIFO processing order, fixed buffer size B, or being based on priority (PQ f ). A bound
free of constraints is much weaker, but is still able to show that no optimal online algorithm exists.

Theorem. For a buffer of size B, maximal packet required processing W , and available packet values 1
and V > 1, every online deterministic algorithm ALG is at least

(
1 + V−1

V2 −O
( 1

W

) )
-competitive.

Two-valued case (an upper bound). The lower bounds demonstrate that in general natural priority-
based algorithms are far from optimal and are even far from general lower bounds. The logical step is
to add additional restrictions to the problem. One such restriction is to assume that there are only two
possible values, i.e. either v(p) = 1 or v(p) = V . It corresponds to a scenario where all packets are
divided into “commodity” packets (w | 1) and “golden” or high-priority packets (w | V).
Theorem. For a buffer of size B, maximal required processing W , and available packet values 1 and V:

1. PQ−w,v is at least V-competitive;

2. if W ≥ V then PQv/w is at least V-competitive;

3. PQv,−w is at least
(W

V + o(1)
)
-competitive.

†Not a part of this dissertation.
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First, note that ifW < V then PQv/w operates exactly as PQv,−w since any (w | V) is better than (w′ | 1).
Second, the bound for PQv,−w has become much less strict, which is intuitive: if a processing of a given
higher-valued packet was a wrong decision, loss per time slot should not exceed V

W vs 1
1 . In fact, the

intuition is (almost) true.

Theorem. For a buffer of size B, maximal required processing W , and available packet values 1 and V

PQv,−w is at most
(
1 + W+2

V

)
-competitive.

The proof of the above result is based on an inductive argument similar to that in [9] comparing sorted
(according to priority) sequences of packets in PQv,−w’s and OPT’s buffers. The novelty is in the mapping
between “commodity” (w | 1) packets processed by OPT and processing cycles spent by PQv,−w. Given
the V-competitiveness of PQ−w,v, PQv,−w and PQ−w,v come very close to a min{V,W/V} lower bound† on
priority-based algorithms (Theorem 6 in [29]).

Beta push-out case. The previous discussion treated a decision to drop a newly arrived packet and a
decision to push-out an already admitted one equally. However, there are reasons to prefer the former
to the latter (e.g., the latter consumes more resources on a network device). The work [9] introduced
a copying cost model to account for the difference; in that model, each admitted packet reduces the
objective function by α. Similarly to [9] a modified version of the PQ f family of algorithms, PQβf is
considered here. PQβf only pushes out a packet if a new packet is β times better (β > 1).

Theorem. For a buffer of size B, maximal required processing W , and maximal packet value V:

(1) PQβ−w,v is at least V-competitive both in the case of arbitrary values and in the two-valued case;

(2) PQβ
v/w is at least min{V,W}-competitive in the case of arbitrary packet values and is at least V-

competitive in the two-valued case with βW ≥ V;

(3) PQβv,−w is at least
(
(V−1)

V W − o(1)
)
-competitive in the case of arbitrary packet values and at least(W

V + o(1)
)
-competitive in the two-valued case.

Results summary. Table 1 summarizes all the theoretical results presented in [29]. In the simulation
study based on CAIDA [37] traces, the throughput of PQv/w has mostly remained within 90% of optimal
(we used an overapproximation) with PQv,−w showing similar performancewhen there are only two packet
values (see Figure 5 in [29]).

4.2 Packet classification: a basic network function for single packet processing

As we have stated earlier, packet classification is one of the core functionalities behind single packet
processing, and it directly affects the performance of every network element. The purpose of packet
classification is to distinguish among different types (classes) of packets in order to perform class-specific
handling. This is useful both as a form of data processing, and as a way to differentiate among multiple
data streams.

†Not a part of this dissertation.
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Processing policy General case Two-valued case
Adversarial general lower bounds

Any online algorithm min{ 2B√
W , B√

V }−1
2

† 1 + V−1
V2 −O

( 1
W

)
Any priority queue

√
W† min{V,W/V}†

Any FIFO online algorithm
(√

W
B + 1 − 1

B

)
† V+B−1

W+B−1
†

Lower and upper bounds for specific algorithms
Processing policy Lower bound Lower bound Upper bound
PQ−w,v, PQ

β
−w,v V V V

PQv,−w, PQ
β
v,−w

W (V−1)
V − o(1) W

V + o(1) 1 + W+2
V

PQv/w, W ≥ V V V
PQβ

v/w, βW ≥ V V V
PQv/w, W < V W W

V + o(1) 2 + 2
V

Table 1: Results summary for buffer management: lower and upper bounds.

K #1 #2 #3 #4 Action
R1 0 1 0 0 A1
R2 0 ∗ ∗ ∗ A2
R3 1 0 1 ∗ A3
R4 1 ∗ 0 ∗ A4

(a) Original classifier K

KB #1 #2 #3 #4 Action
RB

1 0 0 1 0 A1
RB

2 0 ∗ ∗ ∗ A2
RB

3 1 1 0 ∗ A3
RB

4 1 0 ∗ ∗ A4

(b) A B-reordering ofK, where B = (1,3,2,4)

Figure 2: An example of a packet classifier with four rules and a packet header’s width w = 4.

An input to the classification process is a packet header H that is represented by a sequence of bits
(h1, . . . , hw) over the {0,1} alphabet and the output is an opaque action to be applied to the packet. The
w above is the classification width. The classification behavior is defined by a packet classifier K =
(R1, . . . ,RN )≺, which is an ordered (prioritized) by ≺ set of rules. Each rule Ri consists of a filter Fi and
an action Ai. The filter defines constraints on a packet header and is represented by a sequence of ternary
bits ( f1, . . . , fw) over the {0,1,∗} alphabet, ∗ representing “don’t care”. A header (h1, . . . , hw) matches a
filter (or a rule containing it) ( f1, . . . , fw) iff for all i either hi = fi or fi = ∗. To classify a packet, a lookup
into a classifier is performed, and an action of a rule whose filter matches a packet’s header is returned
as a result. If there are two rules R and R′ that intersect, i.e., there exists a header matching both, the
action from the higher priority rule is returned. A toy example of a packet classifier K is presented in
Figure 2(a), higher priority rules are at the top.

The discussion that follows is largely concerned with transforming one classifier K into another
classifier K′. It is absolutely required that the transformation does not change K’s semantics, in other
words K and K′ must be equivalent. Formally, two classifiers K and K′ are equivalent iff for every
header the lookup results for K and K′ are the same.

Section 4.2.1 gives an overview of an approach published in a paper titled “General ternary bit strings
on commodity longest-prefix-match infrastructure” (see [31]) corresponding to the second result from
Section 2. Section 4.2.2 describes a paper “How to implement complex policies on existing network
infrastructure” (see [33]) where the third result from the Section 2 is presented.
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4.2.1 Representing general ternary bit strings on LPM infrastructure

A general packet classifier without any further constraints is called a ternary classifier. Ternary classifiers
are the most powerful, they are found in modern packet processing abstractions [40] and are required for
certain applications (e.g., [41]). Unfortunately, software-based implementations of ternary classifiers are
inefficient: they require either too much space or time [42]; hardware solutions (TCAMs) being very
expensive and power hungry are not present in sufficient capacity on commodity network devices. In
contrast, once a classifier satisfies LPM constraints (to be defined shortly), it becomes much easier to
represent the classifier efficiently, so the support for LPM classification is widely available. Formally,
an LPM classifier satisfies the following: (1) all ∗s come after all 0s and 1s (e.g., rules R2 and R3 in
Figure 2(a)), in other words, the classifier must be prefix; (2) given any two intersecting rules the one
with a longer prefix has a higher priority (e.g., rules RB

2 and RB
3 in Figure 2(b) violate the property). The

mismatch between application requirements and infrastructure capabilities demands a solution able to
represent an arbitrary ternary classifier K on an LPM infrastructure with classification width at most
wLPM (usually, wLPM is either 32 or 128 bits).

An approach presented here is agnostic to any particular LPM implementation. Its high-level overview
is the following: first the classification width is reduced to wLPM, then using a novel prefix-reorderability
property the result is made prefix, and, finally, the priorities are adjusted to satisfy LPM constraints. The
main contribution of the paper is the ternary-to-prefix transformation, to be explained first.

Prefix-reorderability. Network elements are capable of constructing complex lookup keys, in par-
ticular, they are able to reorder bits of a header. Reordering of header’s bits allows for reordering of
classifier’s bits, which is a kind of transformation potentially able to turn the classifier into a prefix one.
Formally, let B = (b1, b2, . . . , bk), k ≤ w and 1 ≤ bi ≤ w, be a sequence of distinct bit indices represent-
ing the new bit order. Then for a header H = (h1, h2, . . . , hw) and a filter F = ( f1, f2, . . . , fw), we define
HB = (hb1, hb2, . . . , hbk ) and FB = ( fb1, fb2, . . . , fbk ). Finally, for a rule R = (F, A), RB = (FB, A). The B-
reordering of a classifier K = (R1,R2 . . . ,RN ) is a classifier KB = (RB

1 ,R
B
2 , . . . ,R

B
N ), where before each

lookup an input header H is replaced with HB. For example, a prefix (1,3,2,4)-reordering of a classifier
from Figure 2(a) is presented in Figure 2(b). It is not hard to see that if B is a permutation of (1, . . . ,w)
then classifiersKB andK are equivalent. The question is whether there exists a permutation B such that
KB is a prefix classifier, i.e., whether K is prefix-reorderable.

It turns out useful to consider for a rule R = (F, A) a set of bit indices i such that fi , ∗ denoted
by exact(F), e.g., in Figure 2(a) exact(R4) = {1,3}. A curious observation is that if KB is prefix,
then for any R ∈ K bits from exact(R) must precede in B bits from {1, . . . ,w} \ exact(R); otherwise,
the rule R would not be prefix. The observation imposes constraints on B, which may contradict each
other: consider a classifier with F1 = (0 ∗) and F2 = (∗ 1). Generally, if K contains two rules R and
R′ such that neither exact(R) ⊆ exact(R′) nor exact(R′) ⊆ exact(R), then K is not prefix reorderable.
The first theorem shows that the above condition is sufficient and is easy to check; in what follows
exact(K) = {exact(R) : R ∈ K}:
Theorem (chain criterion). A classifier K is prefix-reorderable iff for every E1,E2 ∈ exact(K) either
E1 ⊆ E2 or E2 ⊆ E1 holds, i.e., exact(K) can be reordered to form a “chain”: Ei1 ⊆ . . . ⊆ Ei | exact(K) | .
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K #1 #2 #3 #4 Action
R1 0 0 0 ∗ A1
R2 0 0 1 ∗ A2
R3 ∗ 1 0 0 A3
R4 0 0 ∗ ∗ A4
R5 ∗ 0 1 ∗ A5
R6 ∗ 1 0 ∗ A6
R7 ∗ 0 ∗ ∗ A7

(a) An original classifier K

K1 #1 #2 #3 #4 Action
R1 0 0 0 ∗ A1
R2 0 0 1 ∗ A2
R4 0 0 ∗ ∗ A4
R7 ∗ 0 ∗ ∗ A7

K2 #1 #2 #3 #4 Action
R3 ∗ 1 0 0 A3
R5 ∗ 0 1 ∗ A5
R6 ∗ 1 0 ∗ A6

(b) A prefix-reorderable partition of K

Figure 3: An example of a non-prefix-reorderable classifier

The permutation of bit indices can be found in O(|K | · w) time (if one exists).
Once a permutation B witnessingK’s prefix-reorderability is found, it only remains to transform the

prefix classifierKB into an LPM classifier, which can be done with a trie-based algorithm PrefixToLPM
in O(|K | · w) time (Theorem 2 in [31]). Note, neither transformation increases the number of rules.

Next, there will be considered two approaches dealing with non prefix-reorderable classifiers. The
first approach relaxes the prefix-reorderability property and takes advantage of the parallelism available
at network devices, and the second uses additional rules.

Minimal multi-group representation. Assume that classifier’s rules are partitioned into prefix-re-
orderable groups. Then each group can be transformed into an equivalent LPM classifier using the algo-
rithms discussed above. Since modern network devices are able to perform several lookups at line rate, it
is feasible to perform a lookup in each of the constructed classifiers and return the highest priority result
as a final answer. For example, the classifier K in Figure 3(a) is not prefix reorderable, nevertheless, it
can be partitioned intoK1 andK2 as in Figure 3(b). BothK1 andK2 are prefix-reorderable; hence, once
they are transformed into LPM form, two LPM lookups would be enough to implement K. The number
of lookups supported at line rate is limited, thus it is desirable to minimize the number of groups.

Problem (MinGR). Find a partition of rules of a given classifier K into a minimal number of disjoint
prefix-reorderable groups.

The crucial step towards a solution for MinGR is to move from partitioning of K to partitioning of
exact(K). From the chain criterion it is known thatK′ ⊆ K is prefix reorderable iff exact(K′) is a chain.
It follows that given a solution to MinGR it is possible to produce a chain cover of exact(K) of the
same size. In the opposite direction, from any chain cover of exact(K) it is possible to build group-wise
prefix-reorderable partition ofK of the same size by grouping the rules according to exact. TheMinGR
problem is, thus, equivalent to the problem of finding the smallest chain partition of exact(K).

Note, the last problem is expressed solely in terms of a partial order exact(K) with relation ⊆, and
we can employ existing algorithmic solutions to the chain cover problem running in O(| exact(K)|5/2)
time [32]. Adding the time to construct a partial order and the time to recover rule partitions leads to
the MinGroupPartition algorithm. It is expected in practice (and was confirmed in evaluation) that
| exact(K)| is much less than |K |.
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Theorem. The MinGroupPartition algorithm finds an optimal solution for theMinGR problem in time
O(| exact(K)|5/2 + |K |2w).

The number of groups produced by MinGroupPartition and, hence, the number of lookups required,
can still be too large to implement at line rate on the LPM infrastructure.

Theorem. There exists a classifier K with |K | = O( 1√
w

2w/2) such that an optimal solution for the
MinGR problem requires exactly |K | groups.

Even though such a degenerate case as in the previous theorem is unlikely to occur, there may ex-
ist some small subset of rules that are “bad” for prefix-reorderablity rendering a soultion produced by
MinGroupPartition infeasible to implement. The remedy to the issue is a “mixed” representation, where
some part of the classifier is represented using traditional non-LPM techniques (e.g., in a small TCAM).
The optimization objective is to minimize the size of that part given a limit on the number of LPM groups.

Problem (MaxCov). Given a classifierK and a constant β > 0, partition the largest possible subset of
K’s rules into at most β prefix-reorderable groups.

To solve the MaxCov problem a MaxCoveragePartition algorithm slightly alters the underlying
graph from [32] and runs minimum weight matching to account for “non-covered” rules.

Theorem. The MaxCoveragePartition algorithm produces an optimal solution for theMaxCov in time
O(| exact(K)|2 |K | + |K |2w).

A nice property that both MaxCoveragePartition and MinGroupPartition share is that non-prefix-
reorderable classifiers are handled without increasing the number of rules. Still, sometimes it might be
worthwhile to trade some memory for a smaller number of groups or a smaller size of the traditionally-
represented part.

Problem (MaxCov-m). Given a classifier K, a constant β > 0, and a maximal number of rules M ,
find the largest subsetK′ ⊆ K and a multigroup classifierK∗ equivalent toK′ with |K∗ | ≤ M such that
K∗ can be split into at most β prefix-reorderable groups.

As the MaxCov-m problem does not restrict the ways in which K′ can be modified, it is unlikely
that an optimal solution can be found efficiently. A proposed heuristic repeatedly takes a rule R that
cannot be fit into any of K∗’s groups, and adds more indices to exact(R) by expanding non-exact bits in
the R’s filter, essentially duplicating the rule.

Shrinking the classification width. It still may be the case that the classification width of the input
classifierK may be larger than wLPM supported by the infrastructure. To reduce the width in [18] authors
suggest exploiting a rule-disjointness property. A classifier K is rule-disjoint on a set of bit indices B

iff in KB no two rules intersect. If K is rule disjoint on B, then K is equivalent to KB with each action
augmented by a false-positive check against the corresponding rule from K. The width is reduced if
|B | < w. A notable observation is that rule-disjointness and prefix-reorderability do not conflict with
each other. Nevertheless, it is unclear which property should be satisfied first for the best performance.

Implementation andEvaluation. The optimizations described abovewere implemented in a platform-
agnostic way using the P4-language infrastructure [40]. They also were evaluated based on synthetic
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classifiers from the Classbench [38] suite. A heuristic that first splits the rules into rule-disjoint groups
and then into LPM groups while doing bounded “don’t care” bit expansions performed the best. For
instance, we were able to represent on 32-bit-wide LPM infrastructure 80% to 99% of rules for ACL-
based classifiers, 38% to 100%—for firewall-based, and almost 100%—for IP-chain-based (see Tables
I and II in [31]).

4.2.2 Representing complex policies

The previous section approached the representation of complex policies on existing infrastructures from
the point of view of a single network element. To satisfy network-wide rule capacity constraints, [21]
and [22] suggested a “virtual pipeline” approach to resource sharing. In particular, [22] introduced the
splitting of a policy among the switches on the path of a network flow as a building block in the network-
wide policy representation. Formally, given a classifier K, the splitting of K is defined as a sequence
of classifiers that is equivalent to K. A lookup into a sequence K1,K2, . . . ,Kl is performed through a
sequence of lookups into each of Ki in order, each time applying an action returned from the ith lookup
before proceeding to the (i + 1)th. The intuition is that if K represents a policy for a given flow, then Ki

should be stored on the ith switch along the flow’s path. An l-splitting of a classifier K is a splitting of
K having l elements. The formal problem is stated below.

Problem (FlowSplit). Given a classifier K and a sequence of switch capacities c1, c2, . . . , cl , find an
l-splitting K1,K2, . . . ,Kl of K such that Ki has at most ci rules.

The complexity of the FlowSplit problem comes from intersecting rules, i.e., rules that match the
same header. For instance, if a classifier K in Figure 4(a) is split arbitrarily as in Figure 4(b), then the
equivalency may be lost: a header (1 0 1 0) is matched twice: first in R1 and then in R2. A possible fix
is to add nop-rules to K2 as shown in Figure 4(c).

There are two existing solutions to the issue of intersecting rules. Palette [21] expands ∗ bits, so
that rules could be split into non-intersecting groups, i.e. no two Ki and K j , i , j, would match the
same header. The optimization problem that arises from such approach is computationally hard, forcing
Palette to resort to heuristics. The other approach, One Big Switch (OBS) [22], allows rules at different
switches to intersect. To construct Ki OBS chooses a multidimensional rectangle ri and sets Ki to be a
“projection” of all remaining (not covered by K j , j < i) rules on ri. To preserve the equivalency, in
every later switchK j , j > i, a special high priority rule is added, mapping ri to the nop action (similar to
Figure 4).

A boolean minimization technique. The first technique, introduced in this dissertation, takes the iter-
ative approach of OBS as a basis, but allows Ki to represent an arbitrary subset of rules, not necessarily a
rectangle. The price of that flexibility is a larger number of nop-rules introduced to subsequent switches.

The technique relies on Boolean Minimization [43] and is called BM. It operates in l steps, the ith step,
1 ≤ i ≤ l, takes as input a classifier K (i−1) (K (0) = K) and using a heuristics (an algorithm’s parameter)
selects a subset K′i ⊆ K (i−1). Then, Ki is set to K (i−1) with all rules not in K′i having the nop action,
and boolean minimization is then run over Ki. If the result fits in ci, K (i) is constructed similarly to Ki,
except that all rules in K′i are being mapped to nop. The (i + 1)th step begins next. Figure 4 shows one
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K #1 #2 #3 #4 Action
R1 ∗ ∗ 1 0 A1
R2 1 0 ∗ ∗ A2
R3 0 0 ∗ ∗ A3
R4 ∗ ∗ 1 1 A4

(a) An original classifier K

K1 #1 #2 #3 #4 Action
R1 ∗ ∗ 1 0 A1
R3 0 0 ∗ ∗ A3

K2 #1 #2 #3 #4 Action
R2 1 0 ∗ ∗ A2
R4 ∗ ∗ 1 1 A4

(b) Not a splitting of K

K ′2 #1 #2 #3 #4 Action
R1 ∗ ∗ 1 0 nop
R2 1 0 ∗ ∗ A2
R3 0 0 ∗ ∗ nop
R4 ∗ ∗ 1 1 A4

(c) A version of K2 augmented with
nop-rules to preserve equivalency

Figure 4: An example of a classifier splitting

possible result of BM. The subset-selection heuristic can supply more than one candidate for K′i .

One-bit of metadata. It can be shown (see Section 4 in [33]) that all three approaches BM, Palette, and
OBS are incomparable in general. Still, they all share three common limitations: (1) memory expansion
due to either nop rules (OBS, BM) or rule duplication (Palette); (2) slow running times due to hard under-
lying optimization problems; and (3) lack of support for dynamic fields, i.e., the fields that are changed
by actions and are also used for classification. A solution avoiding all three limitations and requiring just
one bit of metadata is presented next.

Consider a naive approach of putting first (according to priority) c1 rules of K into K1, then next
c2 rules into K2, and so on until all rules have been assigned. The only thing that may go wrong is that
a header first matched at some Ki would be matched again at K j , j > i since the first match in such a
scheme is always the right one. A simple fix for repeated matching implemented in a OneBit algorithm
introduces a special matched bit to a header indicating whether the header has already been matched, the
classification is then performed only if matched is not set. Every action in eachKi is modified to set the
matched bit, and the default action (applied in case of no-match) of K1 resets matched. The following
theorem states that OneBit has indeed avoided the limitations of the earlier approaches.

Theorem. Given a FlowSplit’s instance (K, {ci}i) with
∑

i ci ≥ |K|, the OneBit algorithm constructs in
O(|K |) time an l-splitting of K that remains correct in the presence of dynamic fields and requires |K |
rules in total.

Network-wide solution. The OneBit algorithm solves the policy-representation problem only for a
single flow. Network-wide, there are multiple flows, each is a subject to its own policy and has its own
forwarding path. In [22] the following joint policy placement problem was stated:

Problem (MultiFlowSplit). Given a set of nodes V , node capacities c : V → N, and a set of k

path/classifier pairs (Pi,Ki), where Pi is a sequence of vertices (vi
1, . . . , v

i
li
), find a capacity allocation

a : V × [k] → N such that
∑k

i=1 a(v, i) ≤ c(v), and a solution for each FlowSplit problem with K = Ki

and c j = a(vi
j, i) for j = 1, . . . , li.

To solveMultiFlowSplit OBS’s authors suggested an iterative heuristic that repeatedly refined per-
flow capacity allocation, attempting to solve individual FlowSplit problems on every iteration using
OBS technique. There was no bound on the number of iterations since there was no criterion for OBS to
succeed in policy splitting. In contrast, the simplicity of a similar criterion for OneBit leads to a one-shot
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solution to theMultiFlowSplit problem via a reduction from the per-flow capacity allocation problem
to the maximum flow problem.

4.3 Elastic processing

Elasticity offered by the cloud allows for greater flexibility and operational savings. To be efficient,
the resource capacity should match the offered load as close as possible. Since it is infeasible to adjust
the capacity instantaneously, some degree of capacity planning is required. Traditionally, it has been a
user’s responsibility, but recently, a new “pay-per-use” approach has emerged in the form of serverless
computing [2, 3, 4], where users only pay for actually processed requests. The work “On demand elastic
capacity planning for service auto-scaling” (see [34]) addresses the challenges of building an efficient
capacity planning scheme in a serverless setting, it constitutes the fourth set of results from Section 2.

Model description. The time is assumed to be slotted. While a given request may need different types
of resources (e.g., memory, processing, or network bandwidth), all are jointly modelled as a single (vir-
tual) resource unit. Every request r has an associated value v(r) and is considered processed if it has been
allocated exactly one resource unit for exactly one time slot. Once processed, r adds v(r) to the revenue;
the scaling is such that minr{v(r)} = 1. Reflecting operational expenses, the allocation of a resource
unit costs α, and keeping a resource unit allocated has a maintenance cost β per time slot. Finally each
time slot t is divided into three phases: (1) arrival: a set At of new requests arrives; (2) processing: a
set Pt of requests is chosen for processing, |Pt | must be less than Nt , the number of allocated resources;
(3) prediction the resource capacity Nt+1 is planned for the next time slot. Note, phases (2) and (3) can
be handled in parallel, the essential constraint is that the prediction happens before the next arrival to
account for the allocation delay. The set of requests to choose Pt from depends on the ability to delay
request processing, the study of a fundamental trade-off between delaying requests and dropping them
altogether is the main topic of [34].

Objective. The objective is to minimize
∑

t(
∑

r∈Pt
v(r) − βNt − ct), where ct is the cost of changing the

resource capacity from Nt to Nt+1. Hereafter a linear cost model is assumed, i.e., ct = max{0,Nt+1−Nt}.
In the economic setting, average case guarantees are insufficient, so the competitive worst-case analysis
[30] is used instead. A given online algorithm ALG is called α-competitive, α ≥ 1, if for any finite
sequence of requests σ ALG’s objective value ALG(σ) is at least OPT(σ)/α, where OPT(σ) is an objective
value of the optimal offline algorithm OPT; ALG is not competitive if no such α exists.

Bufferless setting. If a request cannot be delayed, i.e., Pt ⊆ At must hold, then such a setting is called
BufferLess withHeterogeneous values (BLH). Unfortunately, even if it is profitable to process one request
alone (α < 1 − β), there is no competitive algorithm:
Theorem. If α < 1 − β, then in BLH any deterministic online allocation policy is non-competitive.

The above theorem relies on the inability to predict the right amount of resources for the first arrival:
there may always arrive more requests. To make the setting more realistic, an upper bound B on the
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number of allocated resource units is imposed in the Bounded BufferLess setting with Heterogeneous
values (BBLH). Nonetheless, B can be arbitrarily large, so non-competitiveness still holds:

Theorem. If α < 1 − β, then in BBLH any deterministic online allocation policy is non-competitive.

Buffered setting. Motivated by the negative results of the bufferless setting, a buffer of size B is in-
troduced into the model. Requests from At that have not been immediately serviced during t are hold in
the buffer (at most B in total) for later processing. There are two variations of the model: Buffered with
Heterogeneous values (BH) useful for upper bounds (as a more general one) and Buffered with Uniform
values (BU) for lower bounds. Still, no optimal online algorithm exists.

Theorem. If α < 1 − β, then in BU every online algorithm is at least
(
2 − α

1−β

)
-competitive.

The first strategy that takes advantage of the buffer is called NRAP.

Definition. Next Round Allocation policy (NRAP) operates as follows:

• on arrival: requests are accepted as long as there is room in the buffer; if the buffer is full then
higher-valued requests always push out lower-valued ones from the buffer;

• on processing: either requests left from the previous time slot or those that have pushed them out
are chosen for processing;

• on prediction: k resource units are predicted iff there are going to be k requests in the buffer by
the end of the timeslot (i.e., not counting the requests under processing).

It follows that NRAP never allocates more resources than necessary, but being to eager it may spend a
lot on (de-)allocation. Nevertheless, NRAP has constant competitiveness once α < 1 − β:
Theorem. If α < 1 − β, then in BH the NRAP algorithm is at most

(
2 · 1−β

1−α−β

)
-competitive.

The α < 1 − β condition is essential for NRAP to stay competitive since in general it performs one
allocation per processed request. If allocation cost is higher and approaches 1 then NRAP’s competitiveness
tends to infinity.

Theorem. If α < 1 − β, then in BU the NRAP algorithm is at least
(
1 + 1−β

1−α−β

)
-competitive.

In order to support allocation costs greater than 1 − β, the next capacity planning algorithm, called
ρ-AAP, does not allocate a resource unit until there is a sufficient number of pending requests to cover the
allocation cost. Each resource unit has its own batch of pre-assigned requests.

Definition. The Amortizing Allocation Policy ρ-AAP with parameter ρ > 1 operates as follows.

• on arrival: incoming requests are accepted as long as the remaining buffer capacity plus the number
of allocated resource units is more than (B − ⌈ ρα1−β ⌉)/(⌈

ρα
1−β ⌉ + 1) − ⌈ ρα1−β ⌉ (positive integer for

simplicity); only requests accepted in the current time slot are allowed to be pushed out.

• on processing: for each allocated resource unit choose one of preassigned requests for processing.

• on prediction: while the total value of non-preassigned requests in the buffer is at least ⌈ ρα1−β ⌉:

– predict that an additional resource unit v′ will be needed for the next time slot;
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– preassign to v′ as few as possible non-preassigned requests with total value at least ⌈ ρα1−β ⌉;

for every allocated resource unit with preassigned requests, predict that this unit will be needed
for the next timeslot; deallocate those units that do not.

The following theorem summarizes the competitiveness guarantees of the ρ-AAP policy. For a simpler
analysis ρ-AAP is given small extra buffer space compared to OPT.

Theorem. If α ≥ (1 − β), the ρ-AAP algorithm with a buffer of size B + ⌈ ρα1−β ⌉ has competitive ratio at

most ρ
ρ−1

(⌈
ρα

1−β

⌉
+ 1

)
in BH and at least (⌈ ρα1−β ⌉ + 1) in BU against OPT with a buffer of size B.

Latency analysis. To maintain quality of service it is important to control latency experienced by
requests. If a request r arrives at time slot ta(r) and leaves the system at tl(r), then lat(r) = tl(r) −
ta(r). For an algorithm ALG there are two possible definitions of latency: worst case latency lat(ALG) =
supσmaxr∈σ lat(r); and average case latency latavg(ALG) = supσ (

∑
r∈σ lat(r)/|σ |).

While latency of the NRAP algorithm is optimal, ρ-AAP may hold requests indefinitely until enough
of them are accumulated. In order to perform latency analysis for ρ-AAP, we assume that at least one
request arrives every time slot. We introduce a modified version of ρ-AAP, called ρ-AAPm, that drops all
non-preassigned requests if no requests arrive.

Theorem. In the BH model: (1) lat(NRAP) = 1; (2) latavg(NRAP) = 1; (3) lat(ρ-AAPm) =
⌈
ρα

1−β

⌉
; and

(4) latavg(ρ-AAPm) ≥ 1
2 ⌈

ρα
(1−β)⌉ +

1
2 .

Bounded Delay Model. Instead of bounding latency a posteriori, latency can be incorporated into the
model. In the Bounded Delay (BD) model each request r comes with a deadline d(r) ≥ 1, s.t., if r arrives
on ta(r) it is automatically dropped after ta(r) + d(r). The number of resources and the buffer size are
unbounded. There is still an implicit bound on the buffer size: maximal arrival rate ×maximal deadline.
The BD model does not allow for competitiveness even under a weaker assumption than BU.
Theorem. If α > 1 − β, then in BD any deterministic online policy is not competitive.

The NRAP policy given an unbounded buffer never pushes out requests and, hence, always processes
the request from the previous time slot, allowing to achieve constant competitiveness once α < 1 − β:
Theorem. If α < 1− β, then in BD any deterministic online policy is at least

(
1 + α

2(1−α−β)

)
-competitive,

and NRAP is at most
(
1 + α

1−β−α

)
-competitive

The last setting called Limited buffer Bounded Delay (LBD) imposes a fixed bound B on the number
of allocated resources. Compared to BD the LBD model only slightly affects competitiveness.

Theorem. If α < 1 − β, then in LBD any deterministic online policy is at least (2 + α
1−β−α )-competitive,

while NRAP is at most 3(1 + α+β
1−β−α ) and at least 3 competitive.

The experimental evaluation (see Section VIII in [34]) using synthetically generated traces has shown
that if the allocation cost α remains small and the buffer size B is large, the proposed algorithms outper-
form learning-based straw-man approaches. As the allocation cost grows ρ-AAP looses noticably due to
being over-cautious and underutilizing available resources.
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4.4 Optimizing Compute-Aggregate Task Planning

An important class of big data processing applications are compute-aggregate systems where several
data chunks must be aggregated at a given location. These systems are being optimized for latency and
cost-efficiency, but rarely does the optimization take network constraints into account leading to TCP-
incast [25] issues and link overload. The full joint optimization problem contains many moving parts,
for which reason we introduce two independent phases; (1) finding the cheapest possible aggregation
plan; and (2) performing actual aggregations and data transmissions while optimizing desired objectives.
In a paper titled “Formalizing Compute-Aggregate Problems in Cloud Computing” the focus is on the
first phase and, in particular, on the unified properties of compute-aggregate tasks that lead to efficient
aggregation plans, which is the last result from Section 2

The network is modelled as an undirected graph G = (V,E), where V is a set of computing nodes,
and E is a set of connecting links. The compute aggregate task is represented by a target vertex t ∈ V

where the final result aggregated, and a set of initial data chunks C = { x1 , . . . , xn }, where each chunk
x has a location denoted by v( x ) ∈ V and a size denoted by size( x ) ∈ R≥0. To combine a multitude
of possible optimization objectives (e.g., latency, throughput, avoidance of congestion) a single per-link
cost function c : E ← R≥0 is used: to transmit x through e ∈ E one must pay c(e) · size( x ).

Move to root is suboptimal. The processing scheme that currently prevails is to send every chunk
to the root t and perform all aggregations there. It may be suboptimal or infeasible for three reasons:
(1) insufficient memory capacity for low-latency in RAM applications; (2) data is sent to the root simul-
taneously causing TCP-incast [25]; (3) suboptimal transmission cost (as defined earlier). It is possible
to improve on the first two issues by sending data chunks to t one by one and immediately aggregat-
ing as they arrive. To gain more flexibility in the aggregation order operations should be associative:
aggr( x ,aggr( y , z )) = aggr(aggr( x , y ), z ), and commutative: aggr( x , y ) = aggr( y , x ).

Intermediate Aggregations. The principle of moving computation to data is widely used in big data
processing to reduce network traffic. In this work we further extend that principle tomoving aggregation
to data, which allows data aggregation to happen at intermediate nodes. The extension is formalized
as follows: an aggregation plan P is a sequence of operations (o1,o2, . . . ,om), where each oi is either
move( x , v) that moves a chunk x to a vertex v; or aggr( x , y ) that merges two chunks x and y

located at the same vertex, which results in a new chunk xy . After P has been entirely processed, there
must remain a single chunk z , s.t., v( z ) = t.

Every aggregation plan P has an associated transmission cost cost(P) that is a sum of costs of all
P’s operations: cost(move( x , v)) = size( x ) · d(v( x ), v), where d(u, v) is the cheapest (u { v)-path
according to c, and cost(aggr( x , y )) = 0 since no data transmission is taking place.

Compared with the move to root strategy, intermediate aggregations: (1) reduce incoming traffic
of individual nodes, improving TCP-incast behavior; (2) reduce aggregated data at individual nodes,
improving memory efficiency; and (3) reduce overall amount of transferred data and, as a result, the
transmission cost. Also, note that an aggregation plan is fully decoupled both from the network transport
responsible for data transmission and from the application responsible for aggregation.
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Aggregation size function. To state the problem formally, it remains to define size( xy ) for any
aggr( x , y ) operation. Knowing the exact value is infeasible during the planning phase: the value
may depend on x ’s and y ’s content, and it may require to actually perform the aggregation. As a
trade-off between accuracy and feasibility each application is asked to provide a size-based approxima-
tion in the form of an aggregation size function µ : R≥0 × R≥0 → R≥0, so that the following equality
holds (on execution it holds only approximately) size( xy ) = µ(size( x ), size( y )). The µ function
must satisfy the same commutativity and associativity constraints as aggr. These are some examples of
µ: µ(a, b) = const for finding the top k elements; µ(a, b) = min(a, b) or µ(a, b) = max(a, b) for choosing
the best data chunk; µ(a, b) = a + b for concatenation or sorting; max(a, b) ≤ µ(a, b) ≤ a + b for set
union.

Problem (CAM— compute-aggregate minimization). Given a connected undirected graph G = (V,E),
a cost function c, a target vertex t, a set of initial data chunks C, and an aggregation size function µ, the
CAM[µ] problem is to find an aggregation plan P such that cost(P) is minimized.

There are two important special cases ofCAM: CCAM and TCAM. In the first, for security reasons
it is prohibited to aggregate chunks at intermediate nodes. As a result, the set of vertices where initial
chunks are located becomes equal to V . In the second case we restrict the topology G to a tree.

Hardness and connection to the minimum Steiner tree problem. Interestingly, without the associa-
tivity constraint on µ, there does not exist a polynomial time algorithm with a constant approximation
factor unless P = NP. The proof of the following theorem is based on a reduction from the knapsack
problem.

Theorem. Unless P = NP, there is no polynomial time approximation algorithm for CAM without as-
sociativity constraint on µ even if G is restricted to two vertices.

To understand the connection between CAM and the minimum Steiner tree problem (MStT) it is
instructive to consider a special case where all initial chunks have equal sizes and µ(x, x) = x. With such
a choice of µ it is always beneficial to merge chunks; hence, the aggregation would happen strictly along
the tree. Note, the cost of the aggregation plan would be equal to the total cost of the tree multiplied by
x, and we see that the CAM problem becomes equivalent to MStT. In a general case we would need
to pay a multiplicative factor, equal to the ratio between maximum and minimum chunk size among all
possible chunks. Using commutativity and associativity we can express both extrema as follows: let
WC[µ] = maxC ′⊆C{µ(C′)} and wc[µ] = minC ′⊆C{µ(C′)}.
Theorem. If there exists a polynomial α-approximate algorithm forMStT, then there exists a polynomial
algorithm that solves CAM[µ] with approximation factor αWC [µ]

wC [µ] .

There is a simple 2-approximation to the MStT based on the minimum spanning tree of the G’s
distance closure and a much more involved algorithm leading to α = ln 4 + ϵ ≤ 1.39 [44]. The two
special cases, namely CCAM and TCAM, when viewed fromMStT perspective become the minimum
spanning tree and the unique Steiner tree, respectively. Both can be found in polynomial time, and hence
in the above theorem has α = 1 for CCAM and TCAM.

Corollary. There exist polynomial algorithms that solve CCAM[µ] and TCAM[µ] on a set of chunks C
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with approximation factor WC [µ]
wC [µ] .

Furthermore, if we know thatmin{a, b} ≤ µ(a, b) ≤ max{a, b}, thenWC[µ] = WC = maxc∈C{size(c)}
and wC[µ] = wC = minc∈C{size(c)}. As a result, it is possible to obtain a multiplicative factor which is
independent of the exact choice of µ:

Theorem. If min{a, b} ≤ µ(a, b) ≤ max{a, b} for all a, b and there exists a polynomial α-approximate
algorithm for MStT, then there exists a polynomial algorithm that solves CAM[µ] with approximation
factor αWC

wC
.

Corollary. If min{a, b} ≤ µ(a, b) ≤ max{a, b} then there exist polynomial algorithms that solves
CCAM[µ] and TCAM[µ] with approximation factor WC

wC
.

Finally, when µ(a, b) ≥ a + b, then it never makes sense to merge chunks and we are able to treat all
the chunks independently reducing the CAM to the problem of finding shortest paths from t.

Theorem. If µ(a, b) ≥ a + b for all a, b then there exists a polynomial optimal algorithm for CAM[µ],
CCAM[µ], and TCAM[µ]; for TCAM[µ] the running time is O(|C | + |G |).

5 Conclusion

This dissertation addresses fundamental scalability constraints of modern computing infrastructures, fol-
lowing the specific goals and objectives introduced in Section 1.2.

First, we have made important progress in the field of in-network data processing. To support new ob-
jectives and data stream characteristics during processing of multiple data streams, we performed worst-
case performance analysis for several natural priority-based buffer management policies (Section 4.1).
This analysis has for the first time jointly considered two characteristics, value and processing require-
ments. This has allowed us to make an optimal choice of the management policy in such a setting. In
particular, we have shown that prioritizing according to value-to-work ratio is not always the best option,
contrary to natural intuition.

Second, it has been proven possible to represent complex classification policies on existing network
infrastructure through: (1) novel ternary-to-LPM classifier transformation algorithms (Section 4.2.1),
and (2) an efficient but simple scheme for network capacity sharing (Section 4.2.2). As a result, we
have introduced and justified techniques that achieve the expressiveness required for in-network data
processing without excessive costs.

Third, for efficient serverless computing we have studied the trade-off between delaying service re-
quests and revenue maximization in the serverless setting, using a novel formalization of serverless eco-
nomics (Section 4.3). As part of this study, we have developed and studied two novel capacity plan-
ning algorithms, providing worst-case (assumption-free) performance guarantees and latency analysis
for each. One major benefit of these contributions lies in cost efficiency improvements for the most
elastic (i.e., flexible) computing paradigm.

Fourth, to exploit intermediate data aggregations we have developed a two-phase approach (Sec-
tion 4.4). The first phase optimizes for budget constraints based only on the information necessary to
construct an efficient aggregation plan. Desired objectives (e.g., latency or throughput) are captured
indirectly and optimized by the network during the second phase. By separating the two phases, we
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make network transport less reactive, reducing its task to scheduling of aggregations according to the
constructed aggregation plan. Intermediate aggregations used in that plan bring an additional advantage
that many aggregation issues (e.g., TCP-incast or memory capacity constraints) should become much
less pronounced.

In total, this thesis represents significant progress towards the direction of exascale big data process-
ing in a networked environment. This progress exposes a great potential of the underlying interconnecting
infrastructure that has not seen much attention before. Taken together, our results allow to significantly
enhance big data processing in computer networks without a radical redesign of underlying infrastruc-
tures.
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